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ABSTRACT
The multistep kinetics through which DNA-binding
proteins bind their targets are heavily studied, but
relatively little attention has been paid to proteins
leaving the double helix. Using single-DNA
stretching and fluorescence detection, we find that
sequence-neutral DNA-binding proteins Fis, HU and
NHP6A readily exchange with themselves and with
each other. In experiments focused on the
Escherichia coli nucleoid-associated protein Fis,
only a small fraction of protein bound to DNA spon-
taneously dissociates into protein-free solution.
However, if Fis is present in solution, we find that
a concentration-dependent exchange reaction
occurs which turns over the bound protein, with a
rate of kexch = 6104 M1s1. The bacterial
DNA-binding protein HU and the yeast HMGB
protein NHP6A display the same phenomenon of
protein in solution accelerating dissociation of pre-
viously bound labeled proteins as exchange occurs.
Thus, solvated proteins can play a key role in
facilitating removal and renewal of proteins bound
to the double helix, an effect that likely plays a major
role in promoting the turnover of proteins bound to
DNA in vivo and, therefore, in controlling the
dynamics of gene regulation.
INTRODUCTION
Many small proteins, such as transcription factors, bind
the DNA double helix so as to control chromosome
function and dynamics. Understanding the kinetic
pathways through which such proteins find their binding
sites is a subject of intense study, with 3D and 1D diffu-
sion processes having been discussed theoretically (1–3)
and investigated experimentally (4–6). However, release
of proteins from DNA is also important for regulation
of chromosome function. In the absence of active
processes (e.g. chromatin remodeling factors), release of
proteins from DNA is generally assumed to be governed
by their off-rates (or for a complex, by a dissociation time-
scale for the complex). The influence of proteins in
solution on the turnover of transcription factors has not
been a subject of careful study. Here, we show that
proteins in solution can play a crucial role in mediating
exchange kinetics through rapid turnover of proteins
which would otherwise remain bound to the double
helix on a long timescale, and present evidence that this
is a general phenomenon.
Our study focuses on the Escherichia coli nucleoid-
associated protein Fis, which acts as both a specific regu-
latory protein for a diverse set of DNA reactions and a
general chromosome-compacting factor (7–10). Cellular
Fis levels are drastically up-regulated upon nutrient
upshifts and remain very high in rapid growth conditions,
making Fis along with HU the most abundant DNA
binding proteins in rapidly growing E. coli cells (both at
approximately 30 000 dimers per cell) (11,12). Fis binds
DNA in a relatively sequence-neutral manner, with
complexes forming on random DNA fragments in vitro
beginning with a Kd of 1 nM and with formation of a
fully coated DNA fragment at 20±10nM (13,14). At
higher Fis concentrations, increasing numbers of Fis
dimers associate with the Fis-DNA filaments to form
high-order complexes. In the presence of a large excess
of DNA, Fis binds selectively to AT-rich sites with low
nanomolar binding constants (15). These specific binding
sites, which exhibit only a modest relationship to each
other at the primary sequence level (15–19), are most
often found in intergenic regions (16,20) and can
function to positively or negatively regulate transcription
(21–24). During slow growth or as cells adapt to starva-
tion conditions, cellular Fis levels are low and thus pri-
marily high affinity Fis binding sites are expected to be
bound. However, since Fis levels in rapidly growing cells
can exceed 50 mM, much of the Fis under these conditions
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must be bound non-specifically throughout the chromo-
some. Fis acts to compact DNA in vitro by introducing
bends ranging up to 90 per Fis dimer complex (25–28)
and by formation and stabilization of loops between
high-order complexes (14,29).
We also study two other sequence-independent DNA
binding and bending proteins. HU also compacts DNA
and participates in many DNA transactions (7,8,30).
NHP6A, a member of the HMGB family of DNA-
binding proteins, is an abundant constituent of
Saccharomyces cerevisiae chromosomes that functions to
organize chromatin and control transcription (31,32). Fis,
HU and NHP6A are structurally unrelated and bind and
bend DNA by very different mechanisms (28,33,34).
Previous single molecule mechanical measurements
quantitatively demonstrated the bending and looping
abilities of Fis, but did not elucidate the binding or
release dynamics (14,29). Mechanical studies of Fis, HU,
HMGB1 and NHP6A have also suggested that once these
proteins bind DNA they remain bound for long times in
protein-free solution (14,35,36). Such mechanical meas-
urements do not allow for simple analyses of the stability
of protein–DNA complexes in protein-free solution,
whether or not bound protein exchanges with solution-
phase protein, or the nature of that exchange if it indeed
occurs. To address these questions, we developed a novel
combined magnetic tweezers-fluorescence microscope
allowing extension of single DNA molecules in the focal
plane (37) of an inverted epifluorescence microscope (sche-
matic, Figure 1A). In addition to being able to apply
precisely calibrated forces to extend individual DNA mol-
ecules, this system allows direct measurement of DNA
length as well as visualization of fluorescently labeled
proteins bound to the DNA. Traditional magnetic
tweezers are able to make mechanical measurements of
DNA–protein interactions, but are limited in their
ability to detect absolute numbers of proteins bound to
DNA due to their relatively indirect method of estimating
protein binding from extension changes (38).
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Protein preparation
The GFP F64L S65T coding region from pRJ1510 (39)
was inserted into theMluI site at codon 5 of fis using PCR
to generate gfpFis. The resulting sequence beginning at the
fis N-terminus is: ATG TTC GAA CAAGCA AGT
AAA gfp coding sequence TAC AAACGC GTA
followed by the remainder of fis. In vitro gel shift assays
performed with purified protein as described in ref. (14),
except that only 100 mg/ml BSA was present in the binding
buffer, showed that gfpFis had similar DNA binding
properties to wtFis (Figure 6). Formation of the first
bound complex by gfpFis on a 150 bp DNA fragment
from the coding region the S. cerevisiae MET14 gene
occurred with an approximate Kd of 3.1±1.4 nM as
compared with 1.7±0.5 nM for wtFis, and formation of
the fully coated DNA complex [seven Fis dimers, see ref.
(14)] occurred with Kd’s of 27.5±7.8 and 32.0±3.6 nM,
respectively. Moreover, gfpFis forms the high-order ‘low
mobility complex’ (14) in a similar manner as wtFis.
Purified gfpFis also cooperatively binds with the phage 
Xis protein with similar properties as wtFis (C.V.
Papagiannis and R.C. Johnson, unpublished data).
For purification, gfpFis cloned into pET11a (pRJ2010)
was expressed in RJ3387 [BL21 (DE3) fis::kan-767
endA8::tet] by overnight induction at 15C in LB with
1mM IPTG. Harvested cells resuspended in FB [50mM
HEPES (pH 7.5), 5mM DTT, 1mM EDTA and 10%
glycerol]+0.5M NaCl were lysed by passage through a
French Press, and DNA was removed from the clarified
lysates after the NaCl was increased to 0.75M by
addition of 0.35% polyethyleneimine (Sigma-Aldrich, St
Louis, MO, USA). After centrifugation at 30 000g,
gfpFis was precipitated from the supernatant with 476 g/l
ammonium sulfate, resuspended in FB and dialyzed against
FB+0.15 M NaCl. gfpFis was purified to near homogen-
eity by FPLC chromatography on a Bioscale S20 (Bio-Rad,
Hercules, CA, USA) column followed by a Superdex 200
column (GE Healthcare, Piscataway, NJ, USA) run in
FB+1 M NaCl. Wild-type Fis was purified in a similar
manner except that a Superdex 75 column was used. Fis
proteins were stored in FB buffer containing 1MNaCl and
50% glycerol at 20C. Purification of NHP6A and
NHP6Agfp was described in (36,39) and E. coliHU in (36).
Flow cell and DNA tethering
Experiments were performed in 1mm square glass capillary
tubes (VitroCells, VitroCom, Mountain Lakes, NJ, USA)
Figure 1. Schematic of instrument and sample cell. (a) DNA is tethered
between the wall of a square glass capillary tube and a paramagnetic
bead. Force is applied using a permanent magnet to extend the DNA in
the focal plane of a fluorescence microscope (force is to the left in
schematic). Images are acquired using an EMCCD camera (see
‘Materials and Methods’ section for details). (b) Schematic of sample
cell assembled from glass capillaries. Force is out of the page normal to
the facing surface of the cell.
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with a total volume in the experimental region of 10–20 ml.
The capillaries were cleaned using an 8% Helmanex
solution (Helma Worldwide, Mu¨llheim, Germany) for
10–15min, rinsed extensively with ethanol (99%) and
distilled water, then incubated with 50 mg/ml antidigoxy-
genin (Roche Diagnostics, Indianapolis, IN, USA) for
50min. In order to reduce the likelihood of Fis binding
to the glass, the capillaries were incubated for 20min with
0.5–1mg/ml casein (Sigma-Aldrich, St Louis, MO, USA).
Linear 48.5 kbp -DNA (Promega, Madison, WI, USA)
was labeled on one end (left) with biotin, and on the
other (right) with digoxygenin as previously described
(37). The labeled DNA was incubated with 2.8mm
streptavidin coated paramagnetic beads (Dynabeads
M-280, Invitrogen, Grand Island, NY, USA) and subse-
quently added to the flow cell and allowed to incubate
for 20min. For the images in Figure 2, the flow cell
was prepared as usual but the DNA was added and
allowed to bind to the antidigoxygenin-labeled capillary
for 20min. The sample was then washed with buffer con-
taining 0.5mg/ml casein and beads were then added and
allowed to incubate for 20min. This process reduces the
amount of excess DNA bound to the bead improving
imaging.
Magnetic tweezers and fluorescence microscopy
A magnetic tweezers apparatus was designed to extend
DNA in the focal plane of an inverted epifluorescence
microscope (Figure 1). Four 0.500 cube NdFeB magnets
were mounted on a micromanipulator (MP-285, Sutter
Instrument Company, Novato, CA, USA) perpendicular
to the optical axis of a 60 oil-immersion microscope
objective (NA=1.25, PlanApo, Olympus, Melville, NY).
Fluorescence microscopy was performed using a
Polychrome V (Till Photonics, Gra¨felfing, Germany) as
the excitation light source and a green fluorescent protein
filter set (Semrock, Rochester, NY, USA). Images were
acquired with an iXon EMCCD camera (Andor, South
Windsor, CT, USA) cooled to 50C. Data were collected
with software created using LabView 6.1 (National
Instruments, Austin, TX, USA).
Protein exchange experiments
All buffers were 20mM HEPES, 100mM K-glutamate and
0.5mM EDTA, pH 7.6. For the protein buffers, 0.5mg/ml
casein was added to help prevent protein adsorption to the
sides of the flow cell, 10mM DTT was added to limit
photo-oxidation of the fluorophores and 5% glycerol
was added to reproduce the conditions of previous experi-
ments as well as to aid in the prevention of Fis adsorbing
to the glass. All experiments were performed at room tem-
perature (22C). Tethered DNA molecules were extended
and the applied force measured using the technique previ-
ously reported (37). The force was typically measured for
three different extensions to determine if the force-
extension response matched the worm-like chain model
to ensure that a single molecule was tethered.
Once a single tether was found, gfpFis was introduced
at a concentration of 200 nM. This concentration was
chosen as it is known not to loop DNA, at least at the
forces used in these experiments (0.7 pN) (14). In all
experiments, the gfpFis was allowed to incubate for
3min to mimic the conditions of previous single-molecule
Fis-DNA experiments (14,29), and then the sample was
washed with 1ml of buffer prior to imaging (0.5 s
exposure for all images). For the visual Fis exchange ex-
periments (Figure 2), after the gfpFis–DNA complex was
imaged 200 nM wtFis was introduced, allowed to incubate
for 3min, washed with 1ml buffer and then imaged. The
final step was to reintroduce 200 nM gfpFis, imaging as
above. Introduction and incubation of proteins was done
at 1.5–3 pN in order to avoid destruction of the tether.
Prior to imaging, the force was reduced to 0.7 pN.
For the exchange rate experiments, gfpFis was
introduced at 200 nM, incubated and washed as above.
Subsequently, wtFis was introduced at concentrations of
5, 10, 25 or 50 nM, the force reduced to 0.7 pN and the
exchange monitored by imaging every 30 s (1 s exposure to
excitation light due to delay in remote control of the light
source).
All data were analyzed using Igor Pro 6.0.1. To monitor
the disappearance of gfpFis fluorescence, the ‘Image Line
Profile’ function in Igor was used to measure a region
of the gfpFis-DNA complex near the tether point to
avoid measuring fluorescence from the bead, providing
Figure 2. Sequences of Fis exchange images. DNA is tethered to a glass
surface on the right with the magnetic bead on the left and an applied force
of 0.7 pN. (a) Image of bead tethered by a single -DNA molecule prior
to addition of Fis. (b) Image of complex formed on DNA by addition
of 200 nM gfpFis, obtained after washing with 1ml of buffer. (c) Same
tether as in (b) after introducing 200 nM wtFis. Exchange occurs on the
time-scale required to flow the new solution into the cell (30 s). Vertical
line highlights the length difference (a two-pixel shift to the right)
indicating Fis is bound. (d) Reintroduction of gfpFis replaces wtFis.
Image was obtained after buffer wash as above. (e–g) Separate experiment
showing exchange between gfpFis and wtHU. (h–j) Similar experiment
showing exchange between gfpFis and wtNHP6A. Note the incomplete
exchange evident in panels (f and i), both along the tether and the DNA
coils bound to the bead, which is likely due in part to differing affinities of
the solution phase and bound proteins, as discussed in the text. Scale bar
(top) is 3 mm.
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an average fluorescence intensity measure for the region.
A region to the right of the tether, analyzed in the same
manner and using the same line profile, was used for back-
ground measurements and this data was subtracted from
the ‘raw’ data obtained from the tether. To determine the
rate of fluorescence disappearance and, therefore, the rate
of protein exchange, the best fit to the data was obtained
using an exponential with a baseline offset. Two types of
controls were performed in order to determine the effect of
bleaching and/or spontaneous protein dissociation. For
these, gfpFis was added at 200 nM, allowed to incubate
and washed, but no wtFis was introduced. One control
was done with 30 s imaging intervals and the other with
2min intervals allowing us to distinguish between protein
loss and bleaching.
Experiments with other proteins were carried out in a
similar fashion, substituting the concentrations of HU and
NHP6A noted in the ‘Results’ section.
RESULTS
Measurements of exchange of Fis bound to DNA with
DNA-binding proteins in solution
In order to visualize exchange of Fis bound to -DNA
with Fis in solution, a single -DNA tether, in buffer
containing 100mM K-glutamate, was first identified
(Figure 2a). Note that only the intrinsically fluorescent
paramagnetic bead is visible in Figure 2a as the DNA
is not fluorescently labeled. Next, a 200 nM solution of
gfpFis was introduced into the sample cell. After a
buffer wash, gfpFis is clearly seen to be coating the
length of the DNA, as well as the few excess DNA coils
bound to the bead (Figure 2b). Fis bound to the DNA
coils is evident from the increase in, and asymmetry of the
bead fluorescence (compare Figure 2b to a). We emphasize
that the buffer wash removes all free gfpFis from the
flow cell (based on the low level of background fluores-
cence we estimate a free gfpFis concentration <0.1 nM)
and that the gfpFis visible in Figure 2b is stably bound
to the DNA tether.
Introduction of 200 nM wtFis resulted in rapid,
complete removal of gfpFis from both the tethered
DNA and the bead-bound DNA (Figure 2c). Notably,
this step allows for a direct measure of the length of the
DNA, which is shorter than that measured prior to
introducing any Fis into the sample (compare Figure 2c
to a). Since 200 nM Fis mildly compacts DNA (14), this
length decrease (not clearly visible in Figure 2b and d due
to fluorescence from gfpFis bound to excess DNA coils
bound to the bead as mentioned above) indicates that
wtFis is bound in panel 2c and therefore, that it exchanged
with the gfpFis. Reintroduction of 200 nM gfpFis resulted
in exchange with wtFis as evidenced by the renewed fluor-
escence signal from both the DNA tether and the DNA on
the bead (Figure 2d).
We have found this type of facilitated exchange of
DNA-bound protein with solution-phase protein to be
common among nonspecific DNA-binding proteins as
shown in experiments employing the E. coli nucleoid-
associated protein HU and the HMGB chromatin
protein NHP6A from S. cerevisiae. In Figure 2, panels
e–g show the exchange between gfpFis and wtHU. As
with the Fis exchange experiment discussed above, a
DNA tether was allowed to incubate with a 200 nM
solution of gfpFis and the excess washed away
(Figure 2e). A 400 nM solution of wtHU was then
introduced and exchange was observed (Figure 2f).
Reintroduction of 200 nM gfpFis resulted in its exchange
with the bound HU (Figure 2g). The remaining fluores-
cence associated with the excess DNA coils bound to
the bead present in Figure 2f indicates that not all the
gfpFis has exchanged.
A similar experiment performed using gfpFis and
wtNHP6A further generalizes the exchange phenomenon
(Figure 2 h–j). Again, a complex was formed on -DNA
from 200 nM gfpFis then allowed to exchange with
200 nM wtNHP6A. This exchange has clearly occurred
as evidenced by the drastically shortened tether in
Figure 2i, which is expected from NHP6A (36). The
data in Figure 2j shows that gfpFis exchanges readily
with wtNHP6A. Another experiment using NHP6Agfp
and wtNHP6A showed that NHP6A will also exchange
with itself (Figure 5a).
Measurements of rates of exchange of DNA-bound
protein with solution-phase protein
To more precisely examine the dynamics of Fis turnover,
200 nM gfpFis was allowed to bind to a -DNA. The
solution was then exchanged with Fis-free buffer, and
fluorescence images were subsequently acquired every 30
s for 30min. Analysis of these images reveals an 20%
reduction of fluorescence intensity along the DNA
suggesting that 20% of the protein dissociates into
protein-free solution over a 1800 s time course
(Figure 3a, hour-glass markers). The data are well fit by
an exponential decay, with a baseline offset, to a final level
80% of the initial fluorescence intensity.
To verify that the 20% fluorescence reduction was not
due to photobleaching, the experiment was repeated on
the same time scale, but with images acquired at 2min
intervals, reducing the total exposure to fluorescence exci-
tation by 75%. The resulting time series coincides with the
series acquired at 30 s intervals, indicating that photo-
bleaching contributes negligibly, if at all, to the fluores-
cence decay (Figure 3a, bowties).
The data presented in Figure 2b–d indicates that
DNA-bound Fis exchanges readily with Fis in solution.
In order to analyze the nature of this exchange reaction, a
series of similar experiments were carried out by
introducing wtFis at 5, 10, 20 and 50 nM (Figure 3a,
circles, squares, triangles and diamonds, respectively) to
a sample containing a complex formed from 200 nM
gfpFis. For all of the wtFis concentrations used, the fluor-
escence dropped below the 80% level seen for dissociation
into protein-free solution within 300 s, and there is a
clear trend to faster exchange rate with increasing
concentration.
Exchange rates at each wtFis concentration were
obtained by fitting the exchange curves to an exponential
with a baseline offset. Plotting the rates, obtained from the
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average of fits to several data sets, as a function of con-
centration resulted in a linear relationship (Figure 3b),
with error bars representing the standard error of the
mean. A linear fit to the measured rates results in an
exchange rate constant kexch= (6.0±0.3) 104 M1 s1
(error in fit is 1SD). The baseline offset was observed to
progressively decrease with increased wtFis concentration,
approaching zero for the highest wtFis concentrations
studied (20 and 50 nM, see Figure 3a).
A similar analysis of the Fis/HU exchange reaction
(Figure 2e and f) was performed to test whether the expo-
nential time course and its linear dependence on solution
concentration is a more general phenomenon. In this case,
a series of wtHU concentrations was used instead of wtFis
(Figure 4a). Again acceleration of the off-rate and gradual
reduction of the final fluorescence level is seen with
increasing wtHU concentration. The data were fit to an
exponential with a baseline offset, obtaining a rate
constant of kexch= (2.7±0.5) 103 M1 s1 (Figure 4b).
To further generalize the effect of concentration on
protein off-rate, we performed a third set of experiments
using NHP6Agfp and wtNHP6A. Image data in
Figure 5a–c shows exchange between NHP6Agfp and
wtNHP6A similar to the gfpFis/wtFis exchange presented
Figure 3. Fis exchange curves and exchange rate. (a) DNA was incubated with 200 nM gfpFis, and a 1ml buffer wash was performed prior to
addition of wtFis. Images were acquired every 30 s, except for the series denoted by bowties. Note the distinctive trend to higher rates as the wtFis
concentration is increased from 5 to 50 nM. Data are normalized to show the fraction of protein exchanged. Overlap of the control curves (top two
curves, 30 s and 2min acquisition intervals) indicates that bleaching contributes negligibly to the measured exchange rates. Solid lines are fits to the
data. The 0 nM, 2min fit is omitted for clarity. (b) Linear exchange rate trend as a function of wtFis concentration obtained from the curve fits in (a).
Data error is standard error and error for the fit is ±1 SD.
Figure 4. Exchange curves for different concentrations of wtHU. (a) Experiments were performed exactly as those for Figure 3 using wtHU instead
of wtFis. While less pronounced than the gfpFis/wtFis exchange, there is a clear trend toward higher rates with increasing wtHU concentration. (b)
The gfpFis/wtHU exchange rate trend also exhibits a linear relationship with an exchange rate constant of (2.7±0.5) 103 M1s1. Data error is
standard error and error for the fit is ±1 SD.
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in Figure 2a–d. This exchange also exhibits a
concentration-dependent exchange rate evident from the
data in Figure 5d, which was obtained in the same manner
as for the Fis and Fis/HU exchange curves. However, in
the case of NHP6A, the exchange occurs very rapidly.
Indeed, most exchange occured prior to acquisition of
the first image. In this case, we used absolute fluorescence
and considered only the fluorescence of the initial data
point which is significantly lower for the 400 nM
wtNHP6A than for the 0 nM wtNHP6A (Figure 5d
bottom and top curves, respectively). Unfortunately, the
fluorescence of the NHP6Agfp is too dim to reliably
extract a rate from the exchange data (note the relation
of DNA-bound NHP6Agfp to the background in
Figure 5a and c).
DISCUSSION
Dissociation of Fis bound to DNA is accelerated by
exchange with DNA-binding proteins in solution
We demonstrate that Fis proteins bound to DNA readily
exchange with other solution-phase proteins under physio-
logical salt conditions (100mM K-glutamate). The replace-
ment of gfpFis by wtFis shown in Figure 2a–d is not a
consequence of differing affinities because the reverse
exchange (replacement of wtFis with gfpFis, Figure 2c
and d), occurs on the same time scale. Moreover,
gel-shift experiments employing small DNA fragments
demonstrate that the two proteins non-specifically bind
DNA with similar properties (Figure 6 and ‘Material
and Methods’ section). In addition, mechanical measure-
ments indicate that the overall binding, compaction and
looping properties of gfpFis and wtFis are nearly indistin-
guishable. This is reasonable since the gfp has been fused
at the Fis N terminus, distant from the C-terminal
DNA-binding domain. The gfpFis/wtFis exchange
reaction can, therefore, be considered to involve proteins
with nearly equivalent DNA-binding properties.
We have shown that this type of facilitated exchange of
DNA-bound protein with solution-phase protein is
common among nonspecific DNA-binding proteins as
shown in experiments employing the E. coli nucleoid-
associated protein HU and the HMGB chromatin
protein NHP6A from S. cerevisiae. In Figure 2, panels
e–g show the exchange between gfpFis and wtHU, and
panels h–j show exchange between gfpFis and wtNHP6A.
Figure 5. NHP6A exchange data. (a) Complex formed from 200 nM NHP6Agfp. (b) Addition of 200 nM wtNHP6A resulted in complete exchange
with the bound NHP6Agfp. (c) Re-addition of 200 nM NHP6Agfp resulted in exchange with bound wtNHP6A. (d) NHP6A exchange curves. Each
curve is the average of several data sets. Because most of the exchange occurs so quickly (i.e. before the first image could be acquired), the data is
presented in terms of absolute fluorescence showing a clear acceleration of off rate after addition of 400 nM wtNHP6A (bottom curve) compared to
0 nM wtNHP6A (top curve). The error in the initial fluorescence point is the standard error of the mean for several data sets.
Figure 6. Non-specific DNA binding by gfpFis and wtFis evaluated by
gel mobility shift experiments. gfpFis (a) and wtFis (b) were incubated
with a 150 bp 32P-labeled fragment from the S. cerevisiae MET14 gene
and subjected to electrophoresis in a native 5% polyacrylamide gel.
0 designates no added protein followed by 2-fold increasing amounts of
protein beginning at 1.3 nM for gfpFis and 1.1 nM for wtFis. Complexes
containing from 1 to 6–8 dimers of Fis are formedwith increasing amounts
of added protein in both cases. The calculated Kd for the first bound
complex was 3.1±1.4 and 1.7±0.5 nM and for the fully-coated DNA
complex [seven Fis dimers, see ref. (14)] was 27.5±7.8 and 32.0±3.6 nM
for gfpFis (n=3) and wtFis (n=5), respectively. At 70 nM both
proteins also form a high-order complex referred to as the low-mobility
complex (LMC). The slower relative migrations of the gfpFis complexes
are consistent with the MW difference of the dimeric proteins: 76.6 kDa
for gfpFis and 22.8 kDa for wtFis.
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These experiments clearly demonstrate that proteins
bound non-specifically to DNA readily exchange with
other solution-phase DNA binding proteins, and that
this process not only occurs between homotypic but also
between heterotypic DNA-binding proteins. We note that
the heterotypic exchange was suggested by experiments
using proteins inducing different mechanical responses
but also that those experiments were not definitive as to
the completeness of the release of bound protein (40).
Dissociation rate of DNA-bound protein depends on
concentration of solution-phase protein
Previous micromanipulation experiments suggested that
once wtFis binds to DNA it remains bound in protein-free
solution (14), and similar effects have been reported for
other DNA-binding proteins (35,36). Here, we show that
80% of gfpFis bound to -DNA remains bound after
30min, and that the 20% reduction in fluorescence is
due to loss of protein into solution and not photobleach-
ing (Figure 3a, hour-glass and bowtie markers). If photo-
bleaching were contributing to the observed fluorescence
decay, a slower rate would be expected when imaging at
2min intervals (Figure 3a, bowties) as the excitation light
is only on during image acquisition (1 s per image).
Gel-shift experiments on short DNA fragments
(<500 bp) indicate that Fis concentrations of 20±10nM
result in complete coating of random DNA fragments (14).
These singly coated Fis-DNA filaments have a Fis dimer
bound about every 21 bp. At 200 nM (the beginning
concentration for the current experiments) gel-purified
Fis complexes exhibit binding densities that are at least
twice those of singly coated complexes, and increasing
numbers of Fis dimers continue to bind to the high-order
complexes in the presence of greater concentrations of Fis.
The spontaneous dissociation of a subset of Fis from DNA
into protein-free solution observed in the present work is
consistent with loss of Fis dimers that are more loosely
associated with the complexes through protein–protein
interactions, leaving most of the DNA bound by Fis
dimers and interspersed patches of high-order complexes.
These transitions are likely to be occurring within cells
during changes in growth conditions, where for example,
Fis is present at concentrations up to 50 mM in early expo-
nential growth but falls to much lower amounts in late ex-
ponential phase and during slow growth (11,12). The
exponential time course of spontaneous Fis dissociation
(Figure 3a) implies that release of this fraction is not a co-
operative process, but occurs as individual proteins
randomly escape into solution. For a cooperative process,
the time course should show a lag time, i.e. exactly the
opposite curvature of that exhibited in Figure 3a
(hour-glass and bowtie markers).
More interesting is how DNA-bound protein behaves in
the presence of solution-phase protein. Noting that there
is no apparent protein loss since solution-phase protein
exchanges with bound protein, the rate of removal of
the bound Fis is greatly accelerated by proteins in
solution as the exchange occurs. Further, the rate of
exchange depends on the concentration of free protein in
solution. For exchange of gfpFis with wtFis, using the
series of wtFis concentrations 5, 10, 20 and 50 nM
(Figure 3a, circles, squares, triangles and diamonds, re-
spectively), the rate increased with increasing concentra-
tion resulting in an exchange rate constant of
kexch= (6.0±0.3) 104 M1 s1 (Figure 3b), a rate well
below the diffusion limit which is expected to be on the
order of 109 M1 s1. Since the fluorescence dropped
below the 80% level seen for dissociation into protein-free
solution within 300 s for all of the wtFis concentrations
used, and there is a clear trend to faster exchange rate with
increasing concentration, it is clear that intrinsic dissoci-
ation kinetics (i.e., off-rates) do not fully govern this
protein exchange process. Concentration-dependent
exchange of a DNA-bound protein for the same species
in solution was recently demonstrated for single-strand
binding (SSB) protein complexes bound to short,
homopolymeric single-stranded DNA (41), but that
work did not address the effect of other protein species,
with binding affinities different from the bound protein,
on the rate of exchange. To our knowledge, the present
study provides the first report of concentration-dependent
exchange of proteins bound to double-helix DNA in a
non-cooperative manner.
Proteins of different types display concentration-dependent
exchange kinetics
A more striking result is that the exchange of DNA-bound
protein with a different species of solution-phase proteins
also has a concentration-dependent exchange rate.
Exchange of DNA-bound gfpFis with the E. coli
nucleoid protein HU exhibits an increased rate of
exchange for wtHU concentrations of 200, 400 and
800 nM (Figure 4a, triangles, circles and diamonds, re-
spectively). While there is a clear trend to greater
exchange rate with increasing concentration of
solution-phase wtHU as for the gfpFis/wtFis exchange,
the rate extracted is an order of magnitude slower,
kexch= (2.7±0.5) 103 M1 s1 (Figure 4b). The com-
bination of higher concentrations of wtHU being needed
to trigger exchange (an order of magnitude higher than the
concentrations of wtFis needed) with an exchange rate an
order of magnitude lower illustrates that the binding
affinities of the bound and solution-phase proteins (Kd’s
for Fis and HU are 1 and 10 nM, respectively) affect
the exchange rate.
We have further generalized the effect of concentration
on protein off-rate using NHP6Agfp and wtNHP6A
(Figure 5). Figure 5a–c show data that demonstrates the
exchange between NHP6Agfp and wtNHP6A both at
200 nM. The concentration dependence was demonstrated
by using 0 and 400 nM wtNHP6A (Figure 5d). In this
case, because of the dimness of the NHP6Agfp fusion
protein and the fact that a large fraction of the exchange
reaction had already occurred prior to acquisition of the
first image, absolute fluorescence had to be used instead of
the relative fluorescence used for Fis and HU. Using data
averaged for several experiments, we therefore only con-
sidered the first data points which clearly differ in intensity
with the error representing the standard error of the mean
for the several data sets used. Also because of the rapidity
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of the exchange and the dimness of the NHP6Agfp, a rate
constant could not be reliably extracted from the NHP6A
exchange data.
Possible physical origin of exchange reaction: ‘micro-
dissociation’ events
We have shown that a variety of DNA-binding proteins
display remarkable kinetics: although they remain stably
bound for many minutes to the double helix, they display
strikingly fast ‘exchange’ reactions when in the presence of
proteins in solution. The involvement of the
solution-phase protein in this exchange process is made
clear by the linear dependence of the exchange reaction
rate on solution protein concentration.
It is important to note that the exchange process is not
diffusion limited, since the measured rate constant is five
orders of magnitude below the diffusion limit which is on
the order of, roughly, 109 M1 s1. Instead, we hypothe-
size that the exchange rate is limited by a chemical
bond-breaking step whereby transient dissociation of
proteins from the DNA allows for replacement by the
solution-phase species.
This can be illustrated by noting that the intrinsic, or
‘macroscopic’, off-rate of the fraction of Fis which is able
to spontaneously leave the double helix is approximately
koff,macro=1 103 s1 (Figure 3b), corresponding to a
macroscopic dissociation lifetime of 1000 s [koff,macro is
enhanced by the possibility of rebinding to the extended
DNA molecule, but this effect grows slowly, / ln(L) with
a molecule of length L for the extended geometry studied
here]. However, ‘micro-dissociation’ events, where a
protein releases some or all of the chemical interactions
holding it to its binding site, but remains localized near
the double helix by long-range electrostatic interactions of
range r  1 nm (the electrostatic screening length), likely
occur at a much higher rate koff,micro. We hypothesize that
the exchange reaction involves these fast micro-
dissociation events.
For exchange to occur, one requires a solution-phase
protein to be near enough to the transiently opened
binding site for it to take the place of the original protein.
A rough estimate for the probability of a solution-phase
protein being present within a distance r of the open site is
just cr3, for concentration c, and therefore one can write the
total rate of exchange as:
rexch¼kexch c¼koff,microc r3: ð1Þ
This relation can be used to estimate the micro-
dissociation rate koff,micro= kexch/r
3. For our observed
kexch and r=1nm, we estimate koff,micro=9 104 s1,
almost 108 times faster than the koff,macro associated with
complete dissociation of protein away from DNA in
protein-free solution, but still far below the diffusion
limit for fluctuation of a protein-sized molecule (roughly
kBT/r
3> 109 s1 for r=1nm, where  is the viscosity of
water).
The micro-dissociation rate can be related to the energy
barrier E associated with breaking of protein–DNA
contacts to allow protein exchange, via the formula
koff,micro  ½kBT=ðr3Þ	exp½ E=ðkBTÞ	, ð2Þ
where =1 103 Pa s is the viscosity of water;
kBT=4 1021 J is the unit of thermal energy at
T=300 K; and r=1nm is the range of micro-
dissociation as well as the radius of the proteins of
interest here. Our estimated koff,micro=10
5 s1 gives
E= 10 kBT (6 kcal/mol), consistent with the energy
cost of substantial breakage of several protein–DNA
contacts. While this estimated E indicates that our ther-
mally excited micro-dissociation picture is reasonable, it is
important to bear in mind the possibility, however
unlikely given that exchange occurs between Fis and
other proteins such as HU and NHP6A, that specific
chemical interactions between bound and unbound
proteins promote the exchange reactions that we have
observed. However, we emphasize that the micro-
dissociation scenario does not, strictly speaking, require
the formation of a complex containing both proteins
involved in an exchange reaction (41), but instead
requires only sufficient breaking of bound protein–DNA
contacts to occur so that the solvated protein can ‘steal’
the transiently open binding position.
We are, therefore, led to the physical picture that
non-specific DNA-binding proteins, even when apparently
stably bound to the double helix, are continuously under-
going micro-dissociation fluctuations where chemical
contacts are lost, but where the protein remains near its
binding position, most likely as a result of long-ranged
electrostatic forces (range of the Debye screening length
is 1 nm for physiological conditions). If no proteins are
nearby in solution, the most likely outcome is rebinding of
the original protein at the original or a nearby DNA site.
However, if a solution-phase protein is nearby, it can
exchange with the original protein by an essentially
diffusion-limited reaction. An implication of this is a
strong dependence of this type of exchange reaction on
electrostatic interactions whose strength and range both
depend on local salt concentration. Further experimental
and theoretical work needs to be carried out to understand
this process.
Low concentrations of solution-phase protein only
partially remove bound proteins
An important feature of the concentration-dependent
turnover kinetics that we have observed is that the
concentration-mediated exchange reactions cause
exchange of only a subset of previously bound proteins,
i.e. the decay of bound protein proceeds to a final constant
‘offset’ (final levels of decays shown in Figures 3a and 4a).
Furthermore, this final level of bound protein is progres-
sively reduced with increasing solution protein concentra-
tion. It is unlikely that this is a mass action effect because
the (dark) wtFis protein in solution is in vast excess over
the small number of DNA molecules present in the
sample. As the exchange process proceeds there will be
little or no depletion of bulk wtFis concentration.
Instead, this effect is most likely due to heterogeneity of
the degree to which the bound proteins are localized to
their binding positions; i.e. the binding affinity of the
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bound protein to a preferred sequence. In our visualiza-
tions of gfpFis–DNA complexes inhomogeneity of
binding is clearly visible (Figure 2). The dependence of
exchange rate on DNA sequence provides a simple explan-
ation for the partial exchange at low concentrations and is
straightforward to describe within the framework of the
micro-dissociation picture outlined above. Sequence-
dependent binding affinities lead to sequence-dependent
off-rates, and therefore to sequence-dependent micro-
dissociation rates [through sequence variation of the E
in Equation (2)]. As a consequence of sequence-dependent
micro-dissociation there will be widely varying rates of
exchange at different sequence positions. We plan to
study this systematically via observation of exchange
kinetics at different positions along DNA of defined and
varied sequence composition.
Implications for measurements of binding affinities
The equilibrium constant for binding of a ligand to a
substrate is related to the ratio of the binding reaction
rate constant k and the off rate koff by
KD¼ koff
k
: ð3Þ
This relation is often considered to apply to protein–DNA
interactions, where the protein is considered to be a
ligand, and the substrate a DNA molecule. A crucial
result of this study is the observation that koff may
depend on the concentration of the ligand, which in this
case is solvated versions of the bound protein, most simply
via the result shown in Figure 3b,
koff ¼ koff,0+kexch c, ð4Þ
where the off-rate at zero concentration is koff,0.
Furthermore, the off-rate may depend on concentrations
of other species of molecules, as our experiments with
exchange reactions between different proteins show
(Figure 4b). The concentration-dependence of koff is of
potential importance for interpreting experiments aimed
at measurements of either the equilibrium constant or
the kinetic rates.
Consider a measurement of equilibrium constant KD for
a particular pair of DNA and protein molecules using a
series of measurements of equilibrated binding fractions
at different protein concentrations (e.g. using EMSA),
and a second measurement done by measuring the
on-rate at one concentration, and the off-rate at a different
concentration (possibly zero, asmight be done in a Biacore-
type off-rate measurement). In the latter experiment,
the off-kinetics are observed at lower concentration than
in the former experiment, with the result that the two
experiments will lead to different affinity measurements.
In the cases studied in this article, the latter experiment
would involve much lower off-rates than the former,
and would result in a much higher affinity measurement.
Concentration-dependent off-rates may explain inconsis-
tencies in affinities obtained from different experiments,
particularly inconsistencies between equilibrium binding
and kinetics measurements (42,43).
While these studies were performed under physiological
salt conditions (i.e. 100mM K-glutamate), higher salt con-
ditions are expected to accelerate the process further,
while low salt conditions will likely slow the process.
Under both higher and lower salt conditions we still
expect solution-phase protein to accelerate release of
protein bound to DNA.
It is likely that protein–DNA exchange reactions also
involve competition between nucleic acid molecules for
binding to a protein molecule, essentially the inverse of
the reactions examined in this, article. Facilitated
exchange by DNA has been documented in bulk
solution experiments for Fis (25) as well as a number of
other DNA-binding proteins (36,44–49). Methods similar
to those described in this article could be also employed to
study this reaction.
Implications for kinetics of gene regulation
This report clearly establishes that solution-phase protein
hugely accelerates release of protein that is otherwise rela-
tively stably bound to dsDNA. The type of exchange
reaction analyzed here is likely to occur for a wide
variety of DNA-binding proteins, and we imagine it to
play a major role in renewal of binding of transcription
factors to their targets in vivo where protein concentration
is large and often strongly modulated. A prime example
where this occurs is for the Fis protein that is the focus of
this study. Fis is produced in large quantities in the E. coli
cell following a shift from poor to rich growth medium
(11,12); the shift in cellular Fis concentration from nearly
undetectable to 50 mM levels is likely to trigger rapid
replacement of a wide spectrum of proteins previously
bound to the chromosome with Fis. This article shows
that the rate at which this occurs will depend on the intra-
cellular Fis concentration, and not just on the off-rates
associated with spontaneous dissociation of the previously
bound proteins.
Our results also suggest a possible explanation for an
effect observed in a recent study of HMGB protein
binding to duplex DNA (50). It was found that whereas
excess HMGB protein over the DNA probe failed to form
a discrete complex band in a gel mobility shift assay,
increasing concentrations of unlabeled DNA relative to
excess protein resulted in the formation of a novel
complex consisting of more than one DNA fragment. A
possible explanation is that the excess protein present
without the competitor was promoting dissociation, but
when the free HMGB concentration was effectively
reduced by addition of competitor, a complex stable to
electrophoresis could form.
Implications of the rapid exchange kinetics we have
demonstrated for systems biological analysis of transcrip-
tion networks are profound. As shown in Figures 3b
and 4b, direct exchange reactions of proteins with DNA
apparently stably bound by other proteins are likely to be
dominant, that is, dissociation rates measured in vitro
(which are measurements of koff,macro) are likely to be sig-
nificantly lower than the actual rates at which
protein-binding profiles can actually be modified. Given
the variation of amount and rate of exchange of proteins
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bound to dsDNA for different proteins that we have
observed, our demonstrated concentration-dependent
exchange mechanism can permit rapid replacement of
otherwise stably bound transcription factors by a new
species of protein.
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